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VW Caddy - FOCACCIA KIT  
Lowered Floor Conversions 



"Freedom of Motoring" 

THE VW CADDY VAN  is the perfect solution for a family needing to transport a wheelchair. As a vehicle, 
Volkswagon have a terrific reputation and warranty, with service and repairs available country-wide. 
 
The Focaccia Kit is designed in Europe and incorporates an anti-slip flat floor that is positioned on a slight 
angle, retaining the integrity of the original fuel tank and suspension . This package also includes a  
forward-folding Genius Ramp, making the internal floor flat and recreating the original look . 
  
Entry height is 1410mm allowing sufficient clearance for most applications. Internal height increases to an 
average of  1455mm. 
 
Internally, LED lights are included  in the wheelchair well. A Slimline spare wheel  is an optionable extra. 

Restraints 
When it comes to restraint systems you cant beat the high quality Q’Straint products  

The package comprises 

Front Electric restraints -Slide & Click” rear restraints -Retractable Sash Belt. 

Specifications 

A Entry Height    = 1410mm 

B AV Internal Height  = 1455mm 

C Tray length    = 1495mm 

D Ramp Width   =   845mm 
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"Freedom of Motoring" 

Genius Ramp 

Ramp Up and Down 

This system allows the access ramp to be folded flat inside the vehicle when the person in wheelchair is not 

on board. Thus, recreating the original floor. The Genius Ramp is particularly easy if wheelchair access is not 

needed, or you want to use your vehicle as a standard vehicle. 
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"Freedom of Motoring" 

Alternate Mobility is a registered NDIS industry provider and have been service agents for several 

years though our sister company, Alternate Solutions Group. 

Our motto is “Freedom of Motoring” and we are committed to finding  a safe and cost effective 
solution for client ‘s themselves—not forgetting the carers, occupational therapists, and health 
and safety personnel. 
 
Alternate Mobility has formed effective alliances with the major suppliers and providers using only 
high quality products which are designed for the wheelchair and vehicle access industries/
markets. 
 
These include and but are not limited to: 

Wheelchair lifts 
Restraints and seat belts systems 
Hoists 
Winches 
Seating 
Ramps and steps 
Automated doors, ramps and tailgates 
Custom hand rails 
Custom flooring 

 
Whether it is a simple repair, a major upgrade or an OHS compliance issue, our aim is to help find 
a solution to meet your needs. 

  


